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Michael, Griffin, Brown
Win Presidential Posts
,,.....---------..:::;:::::=~t;:e~a~m~,a member of the Spirit
Committee and sang in the Messiah Chorus.
The Junior officers are: Cal
Griffin, president; Kathy Draeger, secretary. A re-election will
be held for the offices of vice
president and treasurer. The results will announced later.
Cal is a member of the Brownback-Anders Pre-Medical Society was the treasurer of the
Freshman Class and president
of the Sophomore class.
Kathy is a member of WAA,
hockey team, and lacrosse team.
The sophomore officers are:
Jeff Brown, president; Phil
Brackin, vice president; Dot Detwiler, secretary; Cliff Kuhn,
L. to R.: J. Michael, C. Griffin, treasurer.
J. Brown.
Jeff is vice president of the
During the past week, class YMCA, a member of the PSEA,
elections were held and the re- and chapel choir.
suIts are as follows:
Phil is secretary-treasurer of
The senior officers are: Jim the MSGA, a member of the
Michael, president; LalTY Hab- I Canterbury Club, and the socgood vice president· Joan Mes- cer team.
zaro~, secretary; Fr~d Bauman,
Dottie is a member of the
treasurer.
WS~A, .the WAA, and PSEA.
Jim is a member of the Cub . ClIff IS treasurer of th.e Y, he
and Key Society, Brownback- l~ a member of Pre-MedIcal SoAnders Pre-Medical Society, and clety, and a member of the socthe Spirit Committee.
cer team.
------is Advertising
Manager MI~. Carl Hartzell
forLarry
the Weekly,
a cheerleader,
and a member ,of the tennis
team.
Is New Professor
Joan Is State Secretary of the
PSEA, Secretary of the Ursinus
A new member of the LanguChapter of the PSEA, and a ages Department is Mr. Carl
member of the Spirit Committee. Hartzell. Mr. Hartzell, who is
Fred is Manager of the soccer teaching
French,
is
from
Hughesville, Pennsylvania. He is
of Dickinson College
Schweiker Talks aandgraduate
received his Master's from
the University of Pennsylvania.
To D.C. Students Mr.
Hartzell has done advanced.
study
Columbia University,
Politically - minded Ursinus minoisatUniverSity,
and McGill
students had the privilege of University in Montreal.
He has
hearing Richard S. Schweiker,
also
studied
at
the
University
of
candidate for the Republican
Grenoble
in
France
for
two
years
Congressional nomination
in
Montgomery County, present his and the University of Madrid.
Mr. Hartzell has taught at
platform in a forum at 7 o'clock
Monday evening, April 18, in val'ious preparatory schools, the
Bomberger chapel. Mr. Schweik- University of Maine, Penn State,
er is opposing Republican in- the University of Pennsylvania,
Franklin and Marshall, and
cumbent John Lafore.
Lock-Haven
State College. He
In his speech Schweiker outretired
in
1956
as Professor of
lined his three-month campaign
French.
of coffee klatches, hand-shakOur new Professor has a great
ing, and talks before service
clubs church organizations, and interest in traveling; he has
othe~ gatherings,
techniques been to Europe six times. Mr.
which he termed "new, unique, Hartzell's interests, which are
and novel" in a complacent Re- many and varied, include trees
publican county. He attacked his and gardening.
opponent's failure to support When questioned about Ursinus
President Eisenhower's World students, Mr. Hartzell said he
Peace Program, his lack of in- feels that the students in his
itiative in introducing new leg- classes have the best language
islation, his poor attendance at background that he has experisessions of Congress and roll call enced in his teaching career.
votes. In particular, he condemned Lafore's efforts to draw Meistersingers Leave
Vice-president Nixon and House
minority leader Halleck into the For Annual Spring Tour
campaign by circulating trumpThe Ursinus College Meistered-up endorsements and using singers under the direction of
party organization co-ercively to Dr. William Philip will present
assure his renomination.
annual spring concert for
In
evaluating
Republican their
the
student
this Tuesday
Party organization, Schweiker evening, Aprilbody
26, in Bomberger
conceded that the party was in
"sad shape." There are 19,000,000 Chapel at 8. This concert will
more Democrats than Republic- render a mixed concert of both
ans in the country; the ratio of secular and sacred numbers. InDemocrats to RepubI1cans who cluded in the program will be
work at the poles is 2:1; 52% of such numbers as: "Open Your
the nation's young people are Heart To Spring" by Chaplin,
registered Democrats and only "Porgy and Bess" by Gershwin,
28% are Republicans. Through "Green Sleeves" an old English
melody, "Anthem for
his campaign he hopes not only folk
Spring"
by Mascagni, "Lost in
to win his party's nomination,
the
Night"
a Finnish folk melobut also to stimulate interest in
and
"Ave
Maria" by Bachdy,
the Republican Party among
Gounod
with
Midge
Selgrath as
young Montgomery County votsoloist.
ers.
Laverne Joseph is the student
Mr. Schweiker, 34, is a graduconductor,
and Christine Freed.
ate of Norristown High School
and PennsylvanIa State Univer- and Laverne Joseph are the acsity. Married and the father of companists. This year the contwo chlldren, he has been a past cert wlll be presented by the
Republican committeeman, al- tour group only, so that interternate delegate to the Repub- ested. college students may have
lican conventions in 1952 and the opport unity to hear what the
1956, a member of the Young Re- group sounds like.
publican Club, and an active
The Meistersingers are presmember of the Republican Cam- ently participating in their anpaign Committee.
nual tour. This past Saturday
night they performed for the
Speaker to Address U.C.
Eastern star Organization in
Students on Sit-In Movement
Norristown. Sunday the Meistersingers were guests of the LanOn Wednesday evening, April caster County United Church of
27, Jon Van Til, a junior from Christ
Ministerium,
which
Swarthmore College, w1l1 speak through the combined efforts of
to Ursinus students on the Slt- thirty-seven churches enabled
In Movement and his first-hand the Meistersingers to sing at st.
experience with the segregation Paul's United Church of Christ
problem as a resident of Nash- in Lancaster. Monday morning
(Continued on palle 4)
vWe, Tenneasee, for six years.
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Frats to Stress
Scholastic Ability

The schedule for the 1960 Ursinus Summer School was recently announced. by Dean Pettit. There will be six sessions
again this summer; the advantages of summer school are
many. Credit for a three semester-hour course can be obtained
in a three week period. A six semester-hour course can be gained in six weeks, and an eight
semester-hour course is given in
an eight-week period. However,
no more than one course may be
scheduled. in anyone session.
These courses are open to all
Ursinus Students, to college
graduates and to students in
good standing at other colleges
upon written approval of their
Dean. The cost includes tuition,
which is $27.50 per semester
hour (no lab fees), and room
and board, which is $27.50 per
week minimum charge. All
classes meet from 9 to 12 every
morning, labs are held from 1
to 5 in the afternoon.
The first session will be held
from June 13 to July 1, and will
include Psychology I , Education
2, Economics 21, Philosophy 6,
and English Composition l.
The next session will be from
July 5 to July 22. This will include Psychology 5, Education
3, Economics 3, History 1, History 113, French 1, French 3,
Spanish 1, Spanish 3, Political
Science 1, and Political Science

The fraternities of Ursinus
College, working through the Inter-fraternity Council, recently
decided to reward cumulative
scholastic endeavors of the various fraternal organizations.
Bernard Brown, presiden t of the
!FC, explained to The Weekly
that, while the exact procedure
has not been agreed upon, the
council will mae some kind of
award for scholastic evcellence.
The manner in which this
type of award is made in other
colleges and the most feasible
way here is the purchase by the
!FC of a trophy or a plaque
which would be displayed in a
prominent place on campus-perhaps the vestibule of either
the library or Pfahler Hall. The
name of the fraternity with the
highest cumulative
average
would be engraved on the plaque
either at the end of each school
year or at the end of each semester.
While Brown doesn't know as
yet when the trophy will be secured or on what basis "scholastic excellence" is to be tabulated, he is, neverthless, interested in such a project which
would be designed to emphasize
scholarly contributions of fraternities and reduce to some extent the intellectual stagnation
charge often levied against the
organiza tions.
The Weekly discovered, for instance, that while 40% of the
male students are in fraternities
at Ursinus, 55% of the male
Dean's Listers are fraternity
men. Alpha Phi Epsilon has 32%
of its members on the lean's list;
while Beta Sigma Lambda boasts
29%. Brown feels that recognition for this type of abiliity
should be forthcoming from the
IFC.

The third session will be held
from July 25 to August 12. It
will include: Education 4, Economics 4, History 2, History 114,
French 2, French 4, Spanish 2,
Spanish 4, Political Science 2,
and Political Science 6.
The fourth session will last
from August 15 to September 2,
and offers Education 7 and Economics 10.
In addition, there will be two
sessions of four weeks each.
The first of these will extend
from July 5 to July 29 and will
include English Literature 3, 4,
Chemistry 101, Chemistry 107,
and Physics l.
The second of these two sessions will extend from August 1
to August 26 and will include
Chemistry 102, Chemistry 108,
and PhysiCS 2.
Other regular college courses
not listed above may be offered
if pre-registration figures warrant them. To apply, one should
write to the Director of Admissions, Ursinus College, Collegeville, Pennsylvania.
District PSEA Officers Discuss
Professional Standards at UC
On Tuesday, April 19, the
Ursinus
Chapter
of
the
PSEA was host to the neighboring colleges of West Chester and
Pennsylvania Military College.
The Ursinus Chapter had invited
the Southeastern District officers to take part in a debate
on the profeSSionalism of the
teaching field.
With Gail Snyder acting as
moderator, the panel discus~ed
the radical statements attacking
the teaching profession which
were published by the Council
for Basic Education. Standards
which qualify an occupation as
a profession were the focal
points of discussion.
Participating on the panel
were: Jim Sandercock, Southeastern District President, Ursinus College; John Tysol, Vice
PresIdent, PMC; Edith Travis,
Secretary, West Chester, and
Joan Meszaros, State Secretary,
Ursinus College.
MSGA NOTICE
The MSGA remfnds all stuki
dents to check the par ng
regulations of Ursin us. Violations have been prevalent
along Route 422, Sixth Ave.,
behind Freeland, Stine and
Derr, Brodbeck and Curtis.
Continued violations will resuIt in the enforcement of the
strIcter rule denying sophomores and
junior-senior
scholarship and self-help
students driving privilegs.
This new rule has already
been approved by the faculty
and its enforcement depends
upon future student attitude.
All resident students must
park their cars in the lower
lot.
•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......;
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Campus Organizations
Announce New Leaders
Freshmen Women Elect New Sophomore Rulers;
YM·YWCA Appoints New Cabinet Members

L. to R.: I. Moore, S. Korte, S. Motta, .J. Sandercock.

Throughout the past several Ihave been elected are as folweeks elections have be.en .held lows: seniors, Vern Mo:g~n, .Jay
for major campus orgamzatlOns. Heckler, Glen Snyder, Jumors,
The results of these elections are Tom Moll, John Swinton; sophlisted below.
omores, Eric Nissen, Cliff Kuhn.
The newly elected Men's stuThe newly elected Young
dent Government Association Men's Christian Association ofofficers are as follows: Jim San- ficers are as follows: Irv Moore,
dercock, president; Dick Mayes, president; Jeff Brown, vice presvice president· George Brackin, ident; Cliff Kuhn, treasurer.
secretary-trea~urer.
On Wednesday, April 13, the
The class representatives that women of Ursinus elected officers to the WSGA, YWCA and
IWAA. contrary to the announceVIO
Iment that appeared in the
Weekly, the election was conducted by ballot rather than maChine vote because necessary
The initial meeting of the transporta~ion for the machine
newly elected Men's Student I w~ unavaIlable . One office reGovernment Association was I maIns contested. th.at of WSGA
called by President Jim Sand- secretary. An electlOn between
ercock at 6 p.m. April 18 in the S~lly Andrews and Dotty DetCast, Producer, Directors Classics Room of the library. wIle.r is scheduled for ,Monday,
Announced for Spring Play New members Glenn Snyder, AprIl 25. The results of ~he othVern Morgan, Tom Moll, Eric er offices are as f?llOws. V:S~A
Loretta Podolak, John Mc- Nissen and George Brackin took -pr~sident, SandIa Motta, VIce
Laughlin, Cindy
Buchanan, the oa:th of office.
preSIdent, Judy Nelson; treasHolly Fitz, and Jim Buchanan
The most important action of urer! Ruth Fatscher. YWCAhave been chosen for roles in the evening concerned a notice preSIdent, Sue Korte; v~ce pres"Bell, Book, and Candle," the from College President Helffer- Ident, GI~ria Burgoon, secrespring production of the Curtain ich and Dean of Men Whatley ~ary, Lodle Kershner; historClUb.
about the acute parking situa- ~an, Barbara Rupp. WA.A-presJohn van Druten's comedy, tion on campus. Dean Whatley ~dent, Adele Statzell; VIce presunder the direction of Philip observed that if the present Ident, Bar~ara Sheese; secretary,
Rowe and faculty director J. B. parking rules are not obeyed, Lore HamIlton; treasurer, Judy
Leaman, will be presented May a more rigid rule, already having Schultz.
.
6 and 7 in the Thompson-Gay faculty sanction, will go into efThe new. Y Cabmet members
Gym. Timothy Coombe is stu- fect stipulating that no fresh- were appomted at a. me~t~g
dent producer of the play.
man, sophomore, person who is last evening. They are. PU~llClty,
This delightful story about the ineligible or persons with fi- Pat Tucker and Bob Allen, SRC,
lives of three wi~ches .and the nancial ~id or self-help work Lynn Hab~l and Bob McClellan;
people they beWItch IS well- may have a car at Ursinus or in SWC, Manon Behler and Steve
known to all movi.e and theatre Collegeville. John Swinton was 'Yurster; ~CC, Walt Trout and
goers. A comedy m three acts,\ apPOinted to inform the student JIll Carter, CAC, Bunny Cress:'Bell! Boo~, and Candle," is rich body of this notice by way of man and John Hope. .
m WItty dIalogue and playful The Weekly and the public adOn Wedn~day, April 20, t~e
antics.
dress system.
freshman gIrls chose
theIr
Committee heads for. the pl~y
The MSGA also conducted a soph rulers for next year. A slate
are as follows: Pub.llcity-JIll trial in which a junior man was had been d~aw~ up by the ~en
Springer, Gin~y Kals~r and burdoned with twelve temporary tral No.mm~tmg CommIttee,
Sandy Holl; Tickets-JIll Cart- demerits for throwing a crude and nommatIOns were also proer and Nancy MacClary; Ushers fire tube out the back of Maples posed from. the floor. Kay 0'-Sharyon Sands; Programs- Hall. These demerits are to be Donnel, SUSIe Gerh~rd, Carol
Jack Bauman; Costumes-SaUy removed next January pending Taney, and Judy Tignor were
McSparren and Sue Korte; Pro- satisfactory behavior
selected to direct their class'
perties - Carolyn
Dearnley;
April 27 was chose'n as the Freshman Customs
program.
Stage Managers-Fred <?-enter date for the MSGA banquet. Dick The secretary of the WSGA will
and Sandy Aitken; Art Dlre~tor Mayes agreed to ask Vice Presi- also be a member of the group.
-Sandy Pfaffhausen; Techmcal dent Lachman to speak on this
Traditionally a junior and a
Director-Earl Johnso~; Promp- occasion.
senior woman also are members
tress-Anne Thorburn, Make-up
Profanity in the dorms was
(Continued on par;e 4)
-Joan Refford.
condemned by the council mem- WSGA Plans Annual
bers although punishment for
YM-YW Sponsor Retreat; such
violations is admittedly Installation Banquet
Dr. Sture to Speak in May difficult. Jed Daly and John
Suggestions were given for
Gartner were granted the ColoThe Spring Retreat of the niel Cleaners concession. The next year's Customs Program.
YM-YWCA will be held April 29 council voted to support with a General concensus of opinion
to May 1 at Camp Mensch Mill. $15 contribution any student who was that too much time was
"Christianity Speaks Trut.h to wishes to attend the USNA sanc- consumed and taken away from
Power" will be the theme for the tioned "sit-in" convention in studies during this year's proretreat. Such topics as censor- Washington this past weekend. gram. The Special days were enship and security, pa~ifism, and The foreign student idea remains joyed by the freshmen but all
communism will be discussed.
active on campus and Tom Moll thought it would be more profThe Retreat will begin Friday will represent the MSGA in the itable if the program were
night with a square dance call- subsequent YM- YWCA discus- shorter and more concentrated.
ed by Bob Lambert and his wife; sions of the plan.
A Big-Little Sister Party full
they are frum Bethlehem, Pa.
of fun and enjoyment is being
Dr. Douglas Sture, the head of Phi Alpha Psi Holds Annual
planned for Thursday, May 5 in
the college woods.
.
the philosophy department at
Ha verford College, will speak to Dinner Dance at Spring-Ford
The Women's Club of Ursinus
College
held a bridge party in
Ursinus students on May 4. The
Friday, Aprll 22, Phi Alpha Paisley Recreation
room on Satauthor of many books, Dr. Stur! PsiOnsorority
held its annual
has served as a ml£sionary and Dinner Dance. This event took urday, April 23, from 2 to 5 p.m.
has traveled in Europe and Afr!- place at the Spring-Ford Coun- Money may be handed in at the
door and the proceeds w1ll be
ca.
try Club with music provided by turned over and used for new
the Sewell Brothers' Orchestra. dining room furnishings.
Dr. Eugene Miller to Speak
In addition to the Sisters and
To Canterbury Club Tonight
Preparation has begun for
their dates, also present were the WSGA banquet to be held on
The next meeting of the Can- Dr. and Mrs. Pancoast, Mr. and Wednesday, April 2'7, at 6 p.m.
terbury Club will be held this Mrs. Krug, and Dean Rothen- Every women stUdent is invited
evening at eight o'clock in the berger. Irls and daffodils adorn- and urged to come and enjoy a
girl's day study. Refreshments ed the tables with Phi Psi's blue delicious dinner. At this time
will follow the program which and gold. Returning alumni also newly-elected officers and memw1ll feature Dr. Eugene M1ller helped to make the evening a bers of the councU will be given
as the guest speaker.
great success.
their charges.

.
· I
Parkmg
ators
Warned by College

I
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Published twenty-two times each academic year by the
students of Ursinus College
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SENSE

MEXICAN BUS
RIDE

WRUC ... Collegeville, Pa.

(The first of two articles about WRUC and were told that the
the new Ursinus College radio impulse was fed along the outEDTTOR-IN-CIlTli1F .................................... Ca.therine A. Nicolai
by Cindy Benner
by H. Ned Seeyle
going power lines back into the
station.)
l'RESIDLC '1' OF Tl-1.I~ BOARD OF MANAGERS .............. C. D. Mattern
FACULTY ,\DVISOn ....................................... R T. S('hellhase
high voltage wires on Main
(A survey on students' impresThe blonde coed seemed surby John Swinton
ADVERTISING MANAGER .................................. Larry Habgood
St
reet . From these wires the
sions
of
campus
beauty)
prised
to
learn
that
the
movie
CIRC ULATION :MANAGER .......................... ....... ... . . Sue Coh en
Room 10 in the basement of program travels directly through
which
had
inspired
her
English
News Staff
About this time of year, your theme "The Worst Movie I've Ursinus' Pfahler Hall is little house current into the radio
NEW EDITOR ...... ....... .... .. ........... ......... .... .... . Mary DassieI'
ASSOCTA'l'Ii} NLC\Y. RDTTOR .................................. Joyce ;lIeyer school spirit, for t his school or Ever Seen" had won the Grand more than a dingy, unventilated without the need of an aerial.
REPORTERS-Bah Allen, :llarllyn Bodl in, Gloria ampisi. Dottie D'Agostino, any school is probably getting Prize a t the International Film closet. From this room, used for
Boehm explained that this uniNancy DI\"c}hus. Debby Doyl , Carol" DreChsler, \\'i nnie !II iller, Joan
Meszaros, h.atri nl<a chnabel, Ann Sellers, ;lIaI'garet Sensenig, Carole low. If your in t ellect is tir ing of Festival at Cannes in 1952. An- storage by the psychology de- que
method of broadcasting,
Smith, Jane
mith, Jean YandermaII(, j'Jllen \\' hlte.
scholarly beauty (in the fo rm of other student, applying an pa rtment and as a r eceptacle for known as "carrier current," was
physics machinery, utilized by "h am" radio operaFeature Staff
tests and term pa pers), perhaps American standard which sep- surplus
FEATURE EDITOR ......................................... John Swinton your senses can s ave you from arates "terrific" movies
originates
the
n ew voice of Ur- tors during the Second World
from
ASSOCIATE FEATURI~ EDITOR ............................ Cindy Benner
FEATURT'J \YRI'1'E!RS-80b Barrow, Cindy Buchanan, Gail Ford, Carol utter school a pathy.
"okay" ones, naively said, "Well, sinus College, WRUC.
War when the
government
(;lessner, Doris Fiehs, Betty Heale, Polly Hunt, Ginny Kaiser, Richard
"WRUC 585 KC" is printed in temporarily stripped their air
Wordsworth advises us, "Up! I don't think they spent much
Levine, Cindy Morris, Kay O'Donnel, Phil Rowe, B"enda Theisz.
up! my friend, and quit your money filming it." The film un- proud r ed let ters on the door of wave privileges. By this "carrier
Sports Staff
SPORTS I'.:DITOR .. ........................................... Jerry :Morlta books; . .. Let n ature be your der comment was "Mexican Bus room 10, and, above the printing, current" system WRUC may be
AS OCIATE SPORT
Ii}DTTORS .................. Carol Taney, Bob Hohn teacher:" Thi~ advi~ e
if not· Ride", the film the Spanish a note r eminds the staff not t o received as far east as Clamer
SPORTS REPORTERS - Dick Allebach, Lynne Crosley, D ave Emery, Joan
l"ry , Carol Heffelfinger, Larry Koc h, A nn Sansenbac h , J u ne Schach terJe, taken m en tIrety IS good for Club showed in S12 on Monday enter while the red bulb shines. Hall and as far west
as the
Harry Serio, 8111 Daggett.
studen ts once in a while. Look April 11.
' Past the door, one is immedi- Trappe Inn by any radio withPHOTOGRAPHER ................................................ Joe Mastro
around you! if you haven't beThe film's token plot was in- ately aware of a partly success- in 260 feet of the Main Street
Production Staff
fore,
and
If
you
have-look
ciden
tal to the director's obvious ful attempt to create order from power lines.
PROOFREAD I G AND TYPIST MANAGER .................... Joan Grace
PROOFREADERS Judy Armstrong, Joan Corace,
aney Lewis. Arlene again, for the r~ is much b~au~y goal: to produce a comedy using t h e former chaos in this baseOf course, the WRUC staff had
)Iessig, Lynn I." :' 'oce, .Jean \Yoodwa"d, .Jean Vanderma I'k
to be found n ght here withm realism as method and Mexico ment nook. Various articles such to overcome many obstacles beTYPISTS B n rbara Eichel, Lynn La oce, Katriona Leslie, Arlene Messig,
the limi ts of t he college campus. as background. The blend had a as s pare tubes, used n eedle car- fore inaugurating the station,
Judy
elson, Barbara Pletzsc h, Mimi Schumacher, Cl ai r e Sefci k
CIRCU L AT ION S T A F F .......... Ju dy Powell, Vickie Miller, Joa nn e Knerr
You 've probably heard it said curious effect upon the Ursinus tridges, lengths of insulated and other difficulties still reEn tered D ecember 19, 1902, a t Gollegevl11e, Pa., as second c lRl!S m a tter, th at one can look at something audience: like being on a beach wire, pliers, and
other tools main (For instance, a tape reunde r Act of C ongress of March 3, 1879
ha ve been arranged on top of corder, a must for good prorepeatedly
and
never
really
see
and
having
your
date
tickle
your
Maili n g A ddress: Campus Post O ffice , Ursinlls College, ColJege vl1le,
it. How often do we walk around feet only to discover her talking an old gray workbench. A con- gramming, has to be acquired),
l'enn sylvan la
this campus, and how seldom do to the life guard and then no- trol panel, purchased for $5.00 but, as Boehm says, "The biggest
Ter m s: M al! Su bsc r lp tlo n- 2.25 per ann um; General S u bscription-P ayabl e
we
get a realization of its beau- ticing that your foot is still be- from a second hand radio dealt h rou g h t he Ursinus College Al'tivltles F ee on ly
.--.:-- - - ty--some people never do. It ing tickled, on a crab infested er, stands neatly on a battered obstacle has been hurdled-we
have faculty approval and a
EDITORIAL
happens many times when giv- beach. They laughed, but then flat top desk and is adorned faculty advisor." Dr. Donald
ing a prospective student a tour, worried over what had made with knobs and levers salvaged Zucker, who once gibed about
or walking from the library at a them laugh. What unified the from a discarded army switch- the transmitting wire in the
particular time of day, or sim- film was not the plot but the board. The two functioning steam tunnels, "We're the only
turntables, one bought with stuPerhaps we have been reading too much Thoreau- ply going to and from c1asses- slice of Mexican life that the dent
contributions, the other do- station I know of that transthe realization can ~ome at any bus ride exposed.
mits in a sewer," is the station's
or have a nostaglia for all we have left unappreciated, or we time, but when it comes, you
Since but some 25 0/0 of the nated by WHOL in Allentown, enthusiastic faculty advisor. Dr.
have a touch of spring fever. But, the sight of a solitary will want to photograph the dialogue was graced by English are ' stabilized by overturned John Heilemann of the physics
subtitles, and inasmuch as the Coke cartons.
daffodil or the graceful contours of a peaceful countryside scene indelibly on your mind.
department has also enlisted in
.
My favorite moments have Spanish was spoken s? rapidly
We
asked
statIOn
manager
the
project as technical advisor.
leave us with a feeling of overwhelming contentment and been walking to dinner at twi- ~hat e~en students passmg SpanEarl
Boehm
ho~
.
WRUC
was
Tiny
room 10, despite its funpeacefulness.
light in the spring as I walked IS~ mIssed most. of it, the. mon- ~ble to transmIt Its pro~ams. eral decor and its lack of venThere is so much beauty about us, so much beauty up the steps in front of the New olmgual Bear mIssed a pomt or You have a source--a mIke or Itilation because the obvious
Dorms and spotted over the li- two. "Soy macho" and the trans- 0
so little appreciated. Take an hour off from studying or brary, a pale, transiucent moon ; lation "I'm a man o.f my word" 1. W: turntable here," began E~~~ choice 'for a studio because. of
W~ICh t~av~ls to your amplIfI its thorough cork sound proofmg
fooling around some day and go for a walk. Take a look and coming from the library to- do not have much m common. er. He mdlcated an ?pen box Iand its proximity to the physics
about you. The grounds are steeped in beauty; the loveli- ward the dorm on a clear win- Nor does "Y ese, donde esta?" of tubes, bulbs and sWltches on labs which often are called upon
tel' evening, the white stars and with "a~d wh~re i~, he?" And the flo,?r be~eath the contr?l to contribute wires, tubes and
ness of the U rsinus campus is very well-kown. Take a deep moon hanging in the sky with t?e ~~Xlcan clIche. pobre pero panel:
. The Impulse created h~ other machinery.
breath and gaze; about you lays a panacea for melancholy, a stillness T. S. Eliot describes lunPlO reappears m the oddly amplIfI:d and sent"to t.
For more than a year before
as "like a patient etherized upon phrased "humble but clean". Re- transmItter over her~.
Th?S its first broa.dcast date, the
a morale booster.
moving "macho" from the frame was another machme Wlth WRUC staff haunted second
a table."
Can you envision life without the beauty of nature? When the question was asked of Spanish pride and "he-ma:n " gauges, needl:s, and co~per hand radio shops, other staignoring the deriSIve spools h~used m a black" I~O~ tions, and physics labs to unImagine never having seen that solitary daffodil or never some other persons on campus , complex,
" an d rentheir answers were the follow- conno tat'IOn 0 f "
ese,
oven o~mously marked Hig cover helpful scraps and gain
having touched ·those velvet rose petals or never having ing:
dering a cliche intelligible, tend
voltage..
.
practical experience. With this
felt the springiness of new grass beneath your feet.
"The campus is prettiest in to change the flavor of the movie
Boe~ po~nted ~o a
thIck
tenacity
they combined frugality
"pulque" to pablum.
snake lIke Wlre WhICh emerged and have been known to file the
The following quotation by Helen Keller is a gentle, front of Freeland in the spring from
Of interest to college students
when the benches are out under
but moving, rebuke to those of us who fail to recognize the trees," says Sally McSparren. was the insight into a different from the transmitter and dis- shaft of a 78-33 RPM turntable
appeared over the door some- to achieve 45 RPMs. Also, they
the beauty and worth in nature. "I who am blind can give
According to Bruce Sherman philosophy of life the scenes where out into the halls of have ground some of their own
depicted. Such contrastive cul- Pfa~ler base.ment. "That wire crystals. Some of the money
one hint to those who can see-one admonition to those the best view is on a snowy tural
items as death, marriage,
moonlight night, looking from
who would make full use of the gift of sight. Use your in back of the Boiler Room sex, town and family govern- carnes our Impulse by way of from the sale of stock in last
steam t~n~el.s to Brodbeck year's abortive WRUC has been
ment, progress, class status, in- the
eyes as if tomorrow you would be stricken blind. And down toward the Prop Room!
Hall
It JOIns the s~ho?l l carefully spent for transmitter
of strangers, time, powerw~ere
lmes. From there tt IS parts and amplifier parts.
the same method can be applied to the other senses. Hear Kathy Behler likes to watch terrelation
the tulips come up in front of politics were explored from the
the music of voices, the song of a bird, the mighty strains the library, and on a dreary focal point of rural Mexico. The sent to every campus dorm Finally, at 7 p.m. on April 11,
through the school electrical WRUC had gathered and conof an orchestra, as if you would be stricken deaf tomorrow. winter evening, hear the radio characters were types, the ra- system."
structed enough material to
folk Mexican.
We
asked
how
the
off-campus
I
its first night of reTouch each object you want to touch as if tomorrow your music and the crackling fire of tionale
Ugly Americans found it hard dormitories were able to receive I broadcast
the Boiler Room.
(COntinued on p a ge 4)
tactile sense would fail. Smell the perfume of flowers, taste
to believe that the absurd situ(Continued on page 4)
ations were not far-fetched. Alwith relish each morsel, as if tomorrow you would never
though
Greyhound does not alsmell and taste again. Make the most of every sense;
low animals aboard, frowns upglory in all the facets of pleasure and beauty which the
on drivers who lend buses to
D~4Y
passengers, and would not wax
world reveals to you through the several means of contact
festive were a driver to drive a
which nature provides."
by Ginny Kaiser
load of passengers to his home
May Day is an annual event for an all-nite birthday party
at
Ursinus that means many given in honor of .his mother,
••
••
••
••
things to many people. For the students who have survived a
past few months this event has stay in Mexico, sigh nostalgicPhiladelphia is the town to Lewis at the Midtown.
been mentioned from various
(Co ntinu ~<1 o n page 4)
visit in the next few weeks for
Those of you who are interest- angles in the Weekly. It has been
entertainment. The Academy of ed in more cultural entertain- oalled a sexlo-pagan ritual and
Music is presenting some excel- ment are sure to enjoy "Swan has been highly ridiculed by
KOPPER KE'ITLE
lent programs.
Lake" at the Worlo. This ballet most Ursinus men. Some well454 Main Street
Tuesday, April 26, Leonard which was written by Tchai- meaning upper classman even
Collegeville, Pa.
Bernstein and the New York kovsky is performed by the Bol- took it upon himself to warn the
SEAFOOD
- Our Specialty
Philharmonic will be playing. shoi Ballet.
freshmen.
HU 9-4236
On the weekend of the 29th and I The subject of one of Time
Well, fellows, May Day has
30th, the Philadelphia Orches- I magaz~e's. most favorable re- been around for a long time. As
tra and director Eugene Or- views IS bemg shown at the Ar- early as 1905 our campus was
SPECI(~S
mandy return to the Academy cadia.
It is "Conspiracy of transformed into a lively fair
Hearts:' with ~illi pal~.er. The ground where visitors came to Pipin' Hot Sandwiches
stage.
Andre Segovia, the interna- story IS set m NazI-mfest.ed buy and spend for the benefit of
Rt.422
tionally famed guitarist, will be Italy-a ~ood chan~e for you hIS- U.C. In 1919 the first May Day
there on Friday, April 29. The tory majors to pIck up some court was presented on the East
Limerick, Pa.
program begins at 8:30.
Iback~ound. knowledge!
Campus. By 1927 the pageant was
HU 9-7185
On Friday, May 6, Rise StevAgam thIS. ~eek ~here are held in the afternoon and was
ens the Metropolitan Opera many entertammg thmgs to do the main attraction of the day.
COLONIAL CLEANERS
me~zo-soprano comes to town in Philadelphia and no bad From then until now, this event
to appear at the Academy. Also weather to prevent you from go- has grown to include various
Pick Up and Delivery
in the program is the UniverSity ing "around the town."
dances, prize money for the winMon., Wed. & Friday
Glee Club composed of alumni
K.O'D.
ning pageant submitted by an I
Ursinus
girl,
a
picnic
supper,
Representativeof various colleges.
and
a
general
theme
followed
If you miss the Academy perLIFE'S NOT SO BAD
BOB SHIPPEE
through by a musical backformances, there are quite a few
by Cindy Benner
ground.
worthwhile movies around the
Yarns
Notions - Cards
town.
Suppose ... Gordan Davis had
There must be a good reason
Three past Academy Award
left you two pillow cases and for May Day, held traditionally
COLLEGEVILLE
on the first Saturday in May, to
winners star in "The Fugitive
one sheet.
BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP
Kind" by Tennessee Williams Suppose ... the coke had been remain a part of the spring calendar.
Perhaps
it
is
that
this
adapted from his book Orpheus
discharged before the cup.
478 Main st., Collegeville, Pa.
Descending. The stars are Anna Suppose ... Current History had event usually ushers in our most HU 9-6061
lona C. Schatz
beautiful season here at Ursinus.
Magnani, Joanne Woodward,
been printed weekly.
and Marlon Brando. See it at Suppose ... your education re- These pageants are light, gay
Not so absent-minded when you get
presentations, highlighted by an
the Randolph.
,.
I port had been called for on always
channing queen and her
right down to it. He remembered the
Mr. Khrushchev s dISpleas.ure
the day it was originally due.
beautiful
court.
Indulgent
parThe
Complete
mo~t important item-the Coke! Yes,
with "Can-C~n" h~ not dlll~- Suppose ... someone had slap- ents allow themselves one last
~ed ~ts showmgs. RIght now. It
ped you on the back while you
Sporting
Goods
Store
people will (orgive you almost anything
look at their Katy "63" beIS bemg featured at the Mid- , drank from the water foun- fond
T
All..OR
V.ADE
JACKETS
fore
she
enters
a
blase
world
if you just remember to bring along
town,
t .
of all kinds.
where such activities are frownFor a dramatic movie with an
am.
their favorite sparkling drink-ice-cold
228 W. Main Street
Indian setting, the Viking is Suppose ... you had ~o eat with ed upon.
Those involved with the pagshowIng "Flame Over India"
Dave, Curly, Berme, and AI
Norristown, Pa.
Coca-Cola. Do have another, professor!
eant work hard, putting in long
starring Lauren Bacall, Kenall year.
BRUCE DROBNYK
BE REALLY REFRESHED
neth Mote, and Herbert Lom.
I Suppose ... they had ,Put flood- hours of practice. The director,
Campus
Representative
If you are interested in light
lights on the parking lot of manager, and committee heads
See our new line of
BoHled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
have Gargantuan jobs; however,
comedy with a master comic,
the T-G gym.
WINTER
JACKETS
the
finished
product
is
always
you should enjoy "Visit to a Suppose ... the piano in BomTHE PBILADEI.JIIIIA COCA-COLA BOT'l'LlNG COMPANY
well worth the effort.
Small Planet". It stars Jerry
berger was off limits.
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Track Team Loses; Netmen Routed 9-0
Morgan Excels
By Garnet, Fords

by Jerry Morita

Once again Vern Morgan is blistering the cinder
track with his phenominal distance running. However, he
has not rea,.ched his full potential. This statement might
seem ridiculous in the light that Vern holds all the records
at U rsinus for the half-mile, mile, and two mile. Just last
Friday, Morgan smashed Ursinus' half mile record at
Haverford in an amazing 1 :55.3, and to quote, "1 wasn't
even tired."
Looking at his record one can only reach the conclusion that more records will be broken before the lanky
miler graduates from Ursinus. With every year of experience Morgan improves, and in almost every meet he laps
the field to win. However, at Swarthmore this Wednesday
he will probably run in his toughest dual meet of the
season when he faces Swarthmore's Freshman Flash,
Creighton. Last week Creighton ran the mile in 4.35.4 and
Morgan around 4 :38. However, Vern has run the mile in
a record setting 4 :28.7, and although he has yet to top this
performance, one must remember that Morgan has not
been pressured by any of his opponents this year, and
there is no incentive running against the clock alone.
Besides, he runs the half mile and two mile which is too
much for anyone to keep up indefinitely and still kick out
in high gear.
With favorable track conditions at Swarthmore this
Wednesday, and if Creighton supplies the needed pressure,
the time for the mile should produce some lightning fast
times. In fact, the time for the mile may even be close to
the 4 :20 mark and surely better than Vern's old 4 :28.7
record, if the weather conditions permit.

EVen though lanky Vern Morgan ran away from the field on
three occassions, the Grizzly
trackmen could not stop the overall depth shown by Albright
College; and they thus were defeated 83-43. The meet was not
as one-sided as it appears, and
there were many good showings
against the Albright squad who
already had three meets under
their belts when they arrived at
Collegeville on Wednesday.
Morgan posted easy wins in
the 880 and mile runs, but it was
in the two mile that he really did
a job. His time was 10:03.9, less
than four seconds off the track
record. Al Walton, who was performing with a badly sprained
ankle, came up with only one of
his three expected firsts, that
being in the discus with a toss
of 129 feet, seven inches. Cal
Fox, a steady performer on last
years track team, took a second
in the 100 yd. dash.
Outstanding performances on
the Albright squad were turned
in by Bob Breneman, who pole
vaulted 12 feet, 3lA. inches for a
field record, and by Art Smith,
who took two first places and
two second places for an individual total of 16 points.
Track Events
120-HH-1. Diehm (A) 2. Smith
(A) 3. Wise (U)-15.7
100-Dash-1. Birkholz (A) 2.
Fox (U) 3. Derr (A)-10.4
Mile--1. Morgan (U) 2. Goodhart (A) 3. Pratt (U)-4:43.0
880-1. Morgan (U) 2. Goodhart
(Continued on p a ge 4)

Do }OU Think for Yourself?
(DIAL IN THESE QUESTIONS AND SEE IF YOU'RE IN FOCUS*)
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If you saw a full-rigged sailing ship in the middle of
the desert, would you say (A) "Long time no sea!"
(B) "Wish they'd invent talking mirages," or (C)
"Anything can happen in Las Vegas!"
When a man says, "Brevity
is the soul of wit," he means

(A) he's about to make a
long speech; (B) wise
thoughts come in short sentenees; (C) "Shut up!"

ADBDCD
You're caught in a pouring
rain-and you're offered a
lift by a pal whose driving
is dangerously erra ti c.
Would you (A) tell him
you enjoy walking in the
rain? (B) say, "Sure-but
let me drive"? (C) accept
rather than hurt his
feelings?

Swarthmore 9

Haverford 9

Leatherman, 6-3, 6-1
2. Bill Parker defeated Don
Famous, 6-0, 6-2
3. John Howe defeated Bob
Hohn, 6-3, 6-1
4. Spencer Quill defeated Larry
Habgood, 6-1, 6-0
5. Dick Penn defeated Mike
Blewett, 6-1, 6-4
6. Jeff Stanley defeated Jay
Bosniak, 6-1, 63
1D. Kelly-Quill defeated Leatherman-Morita, 6-0, 6-0
2D. Howe-Parker defeated Famous Levitt, 6-1, 6-0
3D. Stanley-Miller defeated Habgood-Hohn, 8-6, 6-4

Softball Team Loses
One; Defeats Wilson

ADBDCD

smoke Viceroy. They lmow only Viceroy
has a thinking man's filter-the most
advanced filter design of them all. And
only Viceroy has a smoking man's taste
... the full rich taste of choice tobacco.
*If you have checked (C) in three out of

four questions, you're pretty sharp ... but
if you picked (B), you think for yourself!

AD BD CD
In choosing a filter cigarette, would you pick one
that (A) says the filter
doesn't count, only the tobacco; (B) is designed to
do the best filtering job for
the best taste; (C) gives
you an enormous filter but
very little taste.

The softball team came back
in good Ursinus fashion on Saturday to whip Wilson College
14-2. The UC lassies led all the
way behind the pitching of Carol
Taney. Lee Hitchins, the Wilson
pitcher, although speedy, had a
little trouble hitting the plate
at times.
Senior shortstop Faye Bardman
had
two spectacular
catches midway in the game
which killed Wilson's chances to
up the score. Coach Snell tried a
change in the infield playing
Ace Burgoon at second, switching Luey Magness to third and
moving Sue Schnabel to center.
It was a relief to see fewer errors in this game althought Wilson did not collect that many
hits to test the infield play. Bev
Von Kleech did a good job as relief pitcher the last two innings
for UC.
It is quite evident that the UC

The Lehigh Engineer's had
their bridge burned out from underneath them last Friday and
the biggest firebug was Lin
Drummond. Backed by his
mates, who romped three Lehigh pitchers for fourteen hits,
Lin pitched very well, walking
off the field with his fourteenth
straight win, 14-3.
The Engineer's got started
right with two runs in the first
inning. Lin hit John Highfield,
the first Lehigh batter, and he
advanced to second on a sacrifice. Bob Stern struck out, but
when Bill Grover, who had dropped the third strike, threw Bob
out at first, Highfield moved
over to third. Pete Jeffers walked and Dane Steitz tripled home
both runners.
Then the Bears hit the swing
column by tallying three times in
the second inning: George Armstrong led ofi with his second

Swimmers Excel; Eikner,
Schachterle Co-Captains
On March 16, the girls' swimming team went to Chestnut
Hill. The Varsity team lost by a
score of 30 to 27. Two fil:sts were
taken by the Varsity team-Joey
Ferrell won the freestyle event
and Judy Byrnes won the diving.
The actual match season ended triumphantly on March 21
when the Varsity team defeated
Swarthmore, former inter-collegiate champions for eleven
successive years. Due to the
skillful planning of coach Bev
Rorer and the determination of
the team members, Ursinus won
by a score of 35 to 31. Our team
placed first in many eventsJoey Ferrell won the freestyle
event, giving her a total of seven
wins to one defeat in this event
for the season. Kate Norton won
the backstroke event; other
firsts were taken by the medley
relay team of Kate Norton, Katriona Leslie, and Joey Ferrell,
the freestyle relay team of
Sandy Fix, Doris Schachterle,
Judy Byrnes, and Joey Ferrell.
Judy Byrnes placed first in diving for the fourth time this season. The JV team lost by a score
of 27 to their 35. Judy Chandler,
who was the only one who placed
first, won the backstroke event.
The 23rd inter-collegiate meet,
which was held at Abington, resulted In a major upset. Swarthmore, victor for several years,
gave up its crown to a strong
West Chester team. The Ursinus
girls placed twice enabling us
to score right behind Swarthmore. Joey Ferrell took a fourth
place in her freestyle event and
Sallie Eikner took a fifth in
Butterfly. The freestyle relay
team tried to place in the final event but took sixth place, behind Swarthmore.
The Swimming season was climaxed by a banquet at the home
of Bev Rorer, the swimming
team's coach. At this time the
new co-captains for the 1960-61
season were elected. Chosen to
head the mermaids, were Sallie
Ei~ner and Doris SchachterIe.

-;::.==::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;===
team is not batting as well as
they could. With emphasis on
batting practice, the team has
a possibility of going the rest of
the season undefeated.
The girls' softball team started its 1960 season on shakey
ground as they went down to an
8-7 defeat at the hands of East
Stroudsburg
on
Thursday.
ESSTC went ahead the top of
the seventh inning as our UC
team gave way under pressure.
(Continued on page 4)

Put your "Life" in the hands of an alumnus

GEORGE E. SAURMAN
CLASS OF '50

AO BD CD
When you think for yourself . . . you depend on judiffient, not chance, in your
choice of cigdtettes. That is why meq and
women who think for themselves usually

Ursinus 0 -

1. Ron Smith defeated Jerry
Leatherman, 6-0, 6-2
2. Mark Waldebaum defeated
Don Famous, 6-0, 6-1
3. Jack Shertzer defeated Bob
Hohn, 6-3, 6-1
4. Bob Lande defeated Larry
Habgood, 6-0, 6-1
5. Pete Lieu defeated Mike
Blewett, 6-0, 6-0
6. Don Latshaw defeated Steve
Wuester, 6-1, 6-0
1D. Waldebaum-Lande defeated
Famous-Wuester, 6-0, 6-1
3D. Shertzer-Latshaw defeated
Habgood-Hohn, 6-2, 6-0
l. Bob Kelly defeated Jerry

'",. •••:_ .• ',"1.' ..
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The Ursinus tennis team lost
its first two matches of the year
this week to Swarthmore and
Haverford
by identical
9-0
scores. Swarthmore, which has
lost only to Army and Penn this
year, and Haverford who has
bowed to both Brown and Johns
Hopkins, proved to be far too
powerful for the Bears. Ursinus
won very few games and did not
win a single set in either of the
two matches.
The disparity in services was
the deciding factor in the Swarthmore match last Wednesday.
Using the American twist service to full advantage, the Garnet were unbeatable from the
service line, and won most of
their pOints on just their serves.
Jerry Leatherman, Don Famous,
Bob Hohn, Larry Habgood, Mike
Blewett, Jerry Morita and Steve
Wurster saw action in this
match.
The Heverford match was
played on our courts Saturday
and was a lot closer than the
lop-sided score indicates. Many
of the games were deuced repeatedly and mo~t of the pOints
were hard fought. The doubles
team of Bob Hohn and Larry
Habgood came closest to winning as they lost their match
8-6, 6-4. Jerry Leatherman had
the misfortune of playing Bob
Kelly, one of the top amatuer
players in the East, losing 6-3,
6-1.
The scores:

Lehigh, Fords, LaSalle
Fall Victims to Bears

Licensed agent for life insurance in Penna. and N.J.
Familiar pack
or cruah-proof box.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows-

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER ••• A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
o '!lOO.Brown. WIllIam..,D TObacco Corp.

Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada
128 CHESTNUT STREET
POTTSTOWN, PA.
FAculty 3-6150

homer of the year. Larry Koch
followed with a walk and Bill
Grover beat out an infield hit.
Lin Drummond singled to center scoring Larry and Bill, after
both of them had advanced one
base on a wild pitch.
Sieb's batmen added two more
runs in the sixth on a homer by
Ted Kershner and Larry Koch's
triple. Larry scored when the Lehigh shortstop missed the relay
from left field. The bombardment continued on into the
sixth as the Bears scored five
walked,
times. Doug Harper
stole second and scored on Don
Henry's double to left. Ed Savastio walked, and while Henry
was scoring on a passed ball
thrown to Kershner, Ed sneaked to third. Ted then looped a
"Texas League" single to the left,
scoring Ed. George Armstrong
got to first on an error and Ted
made it all the way to third.
Larry Koch scored Ted on a sacrifce fly to deep centerfield and
George took third on the throw
in. Bill Grover followed with a
line double to left, scoring
George.
Lehigh managed to score once
in the seventh on Don Kone's
walk and singles by Highfield
and Bob Stern. Sieb's batters,
however,
slammed
Lehigh
for a total of four hits and four
runs in the seventh and eighth
innings. In the seventh they
scored on Henry and Kershner's singles before the slaughter
ended, Sa vastio's walk, two errors and two fielder choices. In
the eighth the Bears rounded out
their scoring when they scored
twice on Holly Fitts' pinch
single to center and Terry
Shones's double to right. Lehigh's pitcher and catcher could
not get together after Terry's
hit and two passed balls and a
wild pitch resulted in both runners scoring.
Lin Drummond has now won
fourteel1 straight games and
the Bears are 4-3 on the season .
The next game is at home on
Wednesday with Swarthmore.
Haverford Game

The Fords of Haverford College had some monkey wrenches
thrown in their transmissions in
the persons of Elmer Haigh and
his mates when they rolled into Ursinus last Wednesday. Consequently they never did get
moving again and they were
soundly cleared up, 10-3.
The Fords, however, did manage to draw first blood when
Mogan David walked, stole second, went to third on a ground
out and scored on an error. Their
lead was shortlived as the Bears
thundered back with four runs
on one hit in their half of the
first inning. Doug Harper started things moving by drawing a
walk, then Don Henry also walked. After Ed Savastio hit into
a force play at third, Jim Wenhold walked to load the sacks.
Ted Kershner struck out but
George Armstrong, who followed
him to the plate, was not to be
denied as he laced a 2-2 pitch
over the right fielder's head for
a grand slammer.
The Fords were held scoreless
for the next three innings, but
the Bears ran up their lead by
scoring twice in the second inning on four walks and a fielder's choice. They added two more
runs in the fourth; one on a
bases empty homer by Doug
Harper which sailed far over the
centerfielder's head and the
other one on a single by Don
Henry, Ed Savastio's double and
Ted Kershner's sacrifice fly to
left.
Haverford managed to score a
single run in the fifth when,
after Freilich singled to center
and David singled to left, Don
Ortman walked; but, the next
two batters were retired. However, Haverford's pitcher, Forest, drove Freilich home when
he reached first on an error.
The Bears got back into the
swing of things in the eighth
inning when they tallied twice
to move "easy Ed" Savastio, who
had had his wrist broken the
year before by
Haverford's
pitcher, Or Bello, to come up to
bat against him with two out
and Tony McGrath on first via
an error. Ed blasted Or Bello's
first offering deep to left center
for a two run homer, thus enjoying some form of revenge.
Haverford managed to score
once in the ninth, but it was not
enough as Elmer Haigh finished
(CGntlnued en palre
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Temple Gymnasts Perform Debating Club to Debate
On Rings, N w Trampoline With Franklin_and
_ Marshall
On Tuesday night, April 19, the
muscle men of the Temple University Gymnastic team presented a short, but enjoyable exhibition in the T-G Gym. Two petite Temple coeds assisted the
team in demonstrating various
exercises and routines on the
still rings, flying rings, side
horse, even and uneven parallel
bars, trampoline, and mats. As
the team skillfully performed
their tricks, Coach Patterson
nanated the program and described each stunt as it was performed. Beginning with Simple
tricks and fundamentals, the
gymnasts increased the difficulty
of the tricks and concluded each
demonstration with a complex
routine.
Captain AI Hoffman thrilled
the small but appreciative audi ence with his exhibition on both
the flying and still rings, while
Lou DeTillo's excellent tumbling
was even more exciting. As tall,
lean Bobby Smith circled his
long legs around the side horse,
Coach Patterson commented that
this trick was made more difficult because of the rising neck
on the horse. He said that the
horse here at Ursinus was in
fine condition but that its style
has been obsolete for fifty years.
The only truly modern piece of
gym apparatus at UC is the
trampoline, he continued to say.
Then the five basic drops and
their many variations were demonstrated, and were followed
by several routines which consisted of double front somersaults and back flips with oneand-a-half twists.

Meistersingers
(Continued from page 1)

the group toured Franklin and
Marshall College and Lancaster
Seminary as the guests of Dr.
Robert Moss. Wednesday evening the Meistersingers will conclude their tour by singing at
st. Mark's United Church of
Christ in Lebanon for the Lebanon Women's Auxiliary. The
profits from this concert will
go to the Bethany Orphans
Home.

Non-Common Sense • •.
(Continued from page 2)

Trees take the prize according to Skip Killough; she likes
the big shady tree on the football field, the one on the left of
the path coming from the gy~
and, of course, the trees 10
bloom on the path to Pfahler
Hall.
"Pfahler Hall at sunset," says
Barb Peterson, "is almost a silhouette against the sky."
Johnny Detwiler enjoys sitting
in the baseball bleachers watching the Bears win, and getting
a look at the surrounding country.
Sandy Motta feels most at
home in the spring and especially likes the walk from Eger
Gateway toward Bomberger on
a balmy late afternoon.
To Judy Hearne the most beatiful spot in the spring is the
curved path in front of Bomberger and in the fall, the valley
with its profusion of colors.
Bill Greaser, Maintenance
man in the New Dorms, likes the
view from Paisley reception
room but he adds that wherever
pretty girls are, the campus is
beautiful.
From the hill beyond the
Sixth Avenue bridge on a spring
day, Sue Korte views Freeland
Hall through the pink blossoms
-and swears it looks just like
Tara!
These opinions may be like
some of yours or bring to mind a
similar feeling you have had in
a different situation. At any
rate the campus is here for all
of u~ to appreciate, and there is
always time enough to take a
moment and look, in silence, at
the beauty around us.
The appreciation of beauty is
something anyone can have.
It's a breathing point 1n life,
not part of the struggle. No one
has to grab for it, or wait in
line for it, or even earn it-there
is enough for all. We need only
look sometime in silence, and
take' a deep breath, feel a new
strength and enthusiasm for
what sometimes seems to be the
chore of living.
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That Congress
"Resolved:
should be given the power to reverse the decisions of the Supreme Court." This is the topic
of the next debate with Franklin and Marshall College, tentatively scheduled for Wednesday, April 27, at home. Mike
Mehrer and Archie McKown will
speak for the affirmative; while
Jim Morrison and Joel Ignatin
will debate the negative side.

Track Team . ..
(Continued from page 3)

(A) 3. Osipower (A)-2:06.2
440- 1. Saleneck (Aj 2. Poly ascko (A) 3. Melnick (A)-55.0
200-1. Derr (A) 2. Birkholz (A)
3. Freeland (U)-22.8
220-LH-1. Diehm (A) 2. Smith
(A) 3. Wise (U)-25.9
Two mile-I. Morgan (U) 2. Pratt
(U) 3. Fessman (U)-1O.03.9
Field Events
Shot Put-l. Sheeler (A) 2. Walton (U) 3. Breneman (A)43'2 % "
Discuss- I. Walton (U) 2. Kratz
(A) 3. Hertzog (A)-129'7"
Javelin-I. Davis (U) 2. Walton
(U) 3. Diehm (A)- 157'10"
Pole Vault-I. Breneman (A) 2.
P etersen (U) 3. Tartaglia (U)
-12'3%"
Broad Jump-I. Smith (A) 2.
Krow (A) 3. Woodruff (U)21'1"
The Ursinus cindermen dropped two meets this week; one
on Wednesday to powerful
Franklin and Marshall on a second to confident Haverford on
Saturday. Both meets saw only
two men
consistently
win
points for Ursinus. They were, as
usual, slim Vern Morgan who
continued to break distance records and big Al Walton on the
field events.
F & M Meet
On Wednesday against F & M,
Vern ran the 2 mile in 9 minute
and 55.4 seconds for a new track
and field record. He elipsed his
own old record by more than
four seconds. Against Haverford, Vern turned over the speed
in the 80 yard dash and broke
the string in 1 minute, 55.3 seconds, shattering our school record by more than five seconds.
Both times are considered quite
good by small college standards.
Walton took only one first on
Wednesday, but rallied for three
against Haverford on Saturday.
Improvement was shown during the week on the parts of
other members of the team.
Judd Kinsley tied for first place
in the high jump in both meets
and Dick Woodruff continued to
improve his performances in the
broad jump. Henry Freeland
looked good in the F & M meet
with a first and second place
and Dennie Gould gave the team
some needed depth by showing
well on the hurdles and the
broad jump.
The score on Wednesday was
F & M 76Y2 to Ursinus 49% and
Saturday it was Haverford 76 to
the Bears 50. Our overall record
now stands at no wins and three
defeats.
F & M 76~ - Ursinus 49 Yz
Mile-I, Morgan (U); 2, M~ller
(F & M); 3, Pratt (U). Time,
4:35.
High Jump-I, Kinsley (U) and
Bingham (F & M); 3, Peterson (U). 5' 10".
Shot Put-I, Kratt (F & M); 2,
Walton (U); 3, Pierce (F &
M). 44' 2%"
440 Yard-I, Dixon (F & M); 2,
Kessler (F & M); 3, Gottlieb
(F & M). 53.2 sec.
Pole Vault-I, Bingham (F &
M); 2, Peterson (U); 3, Litvary
(F & M).

11' 0"

100 Yard-1, Freeland (U); 2,
Tomcoko (F & M); 3, Bennett
(U).
10.4 sec.
120 High Hurdles-I, Bingham
(F & M); 3, Wise (U). 16.5 sec.
880 Yard-1, Morgan (U); 2Kessler (F & M); 3, Genter
(U). 2:04
Discus-1 Walton (U); 2, Pierce
(F & M); 3, Jackson (U). 123'
10¥.!"
220 Yard-I, Dixon (F & M); 2,
Freeland (U); 3, Tomasko (F
& M) . 22.9 sec.
Two Mile-I, Morgan (U); 2,
Miller (F & M); 3, Pratt (U).
9:55.4 (new record)
Javelin-I, Craft (F & M); 2,
Walton (U); 3, Pierce (F & M)
185' 8 ¥.!"

SUGERMAN HARDWARE
328 MaIn Street
HousewareS - Elutrieal Supplies
SPORTING GOODS
Enl 9-7379

Lehigh . ..

CConUnueO from pa&,e 1)

strong to win his first game
this year.
Delaware Game
Dela ware made the most of
six hits and ten walks to beat
the Bears 7-0 a t Delaware on
April 11th. Delaware's pitcher,
Bob Gates, allowed only three
hits, two of them by Doug
Harper, while his mates exploded to score four runs in the
fourth inning on four walks, an
error, and a hit. The Blue Hens
scored single runs in the third,
seventh and eighth to turn the
game into an oversided victory.
The Bears never threatened,
mainly because Gates never allowed more than one hit in any
inning and only one Ursinus
man reached the keystone sack
during the whole game.
Drexel Game
The Bears got back on a winning streak again when they
shut out the Dragons of Drexel
on the 14th. Lin Drummond, who
pitched for the Bears, was in
trouble only in the 4th when a
Dragon runner reached third
with only one out, but he had
the right pitcher for the next
two batters and they both
grounded out. On the other hand
the Bears turned Dragon killers
when they scored a single run
in the fifth and four times in
the fourth. The scoring in the
fourth was due mainly to the
three straight hits of Captain
Jim Wenhold, George Armstrong
and Larry Koch. When the
game was over the Bears had
won 5-0.
LaSalle Game
Last Tuesday the Bears journeyed to Philadelphia to meet
the Explorers of LaSalle College.
Unfortunately the boys played
poor defensive baseball and lost
the game 11-7. The Explorer's
ma de the most of the eight hits
and ten walks they got off three
Ursinus pitchers, but it was five
errors that made the big difference. The Bears managed to get
eleven hits, but they couldn't
stay with the Explorers after
the second inning. There were
some bright spots as Doug Harper was four for four at the plate
and Henry and Jim Welhold also
collected two hits apiece.
Ursinus-Lehigh Game
Ursin us
A.B. .R. H.
Harper , ss .................. 4
1
0
Henry, rf .................... 5
2
3
0
0
Murphy, rf ................ 0
Savastio, If ................ 2
1
1
McCrae, cf ... ... .......... 1
0
0
Wenhold, 1b .............. 3
0
0
Weaver, Ib ................ 2
1
0
Kershner, If .............. 4
2
2
Brackin, If ................ 1
0
1
Armstrong, 3b .......... 5
2
1
2
1
Koch, 2b .................... 2
Grover, c .................... 4
1
2
Fitts, c........................ 1
1
1
Drummond, p ............ 3
0
1
Shaner, p .................... 1
1
1

of the Soph Rules Committee to
act as a check upon any cruel or
illegal hazing procedures. If the
WSGA decides that this check
is unneGessary, Judy Yaskin and
Lorie Hartman, freshmen, will
take their places on the committee.
The format of next year's Customs program has not yet been
decided upon, but one of the
following girls will soon be chosen Head Soph Ruler:
Kay O'Donnell is an English
major from Pottstown, Pa. She
exhibits her journalistic talents
on the Weekly feature staff and
the May Day Publicity Committee. Kay is also an enthusiastic participant in her class' activities.
Susie Gerhard and Judy Tignor are roommates. Both are
physical education majors who
have participated in hockey,
basketball, the WAA, and the
Messiah chorus. Susie lives in
Stoney Creek Mills, Reading, Pa.
Tig, from Yeadon, Pa., is playing softball this spring.
Carol Taney is another physical education major who has
played hockey, basketball, and
softball, and is Freshman Representative to the WAA. She is also
a member of the PSEA, the Central Nominating Committee, and
is Associate Sports Editor of the
Weekly. Carol's home is in Phoenixville, Pa.
Judy Yaskin is a Dean's Lister
from Haddonfield, N. J . She is
the WAA Representative from
Third Floor Paisley and was
Chairman of t he Refreshment
Committee of her class' picniC
this weekend. Although Judy is
a history major, she participates
in the Spanish Club and hopes
to visit a Spanish speaking
country soon.
Lorie Hartman is a biology
major from Lancaster, Pa. Her
interests are varied, for she
sang in the Messiah chorus, is
a member of the WAA, and is
the Freshman Representative to
the PSEA.

Totals ................ 38

• •

•

14

14

Ursinus-Haverford Game
Ursinus
A.B. .R. H.
Harper, ss .................. 3
1
1
Henry, rf .................... 3
2
1
Savastio, cf ................ 4
2
2
Wenhold, 1b .............. 2
1
2
Kershner, If .............. 3
0
0
Armstrong, 3h .. ... ..... 5
1
2
Koch, 2b ................. ... 3
0
1
Graver, c .................... 2
1
0
Haigh, p ... ........ ......... 3
1
0
Totals ....... ......... 30

10

I

Softball .••
(Continued trom page 3)

Poor fielding of the ball hurt
the team more than the bats of
East Stroudsburg. With more
practice the team is bound to
produce a good showing against
the next opposition.
The starting line-up for the
game was:
pitcher, Carole
Taney; catcher, Susie Wagner ;
first, Sally Andrews; second Luey
Magness; third, Gail Snyder ;
shortstop, Faye Bardman; sh?rtfield Sue Schnabel; left fIeld ,
Ingi~ Reiniger; center Gloria
Burgoon; and right, Doris Schacterle.

Schrader's
Atlantic Station
we

Main St.
Collegeville, Pa.
We give S. & H. Stamps

WRUC • .•

Mexican Bus . . .

Campus Organizations

(Continued trom page 3)

(Continued

(Continued trom page 2)

from page 2)

ally at these familiar bus scenes.
The Mexican custom of "thinking" with the whole body, instead of just the head, and adjusting empirical logic to local
circumstances results in such
delightful scenes as a bus stuck
in the middle of a creek with all
of the passengers rOlling up their
trousers or hefting dresses to
wander out and look at the submerged tires.
Ignorance of Mexican geography misled some to believe
that when an obstructing rock
was thrown over the bank of a
mountain pass and audibly failed to hit bottom after a minute
or so, that the sound track was
at fault.
The movie was, to summarize,
enjoyed but not thought. In order to appreciate the movie, a
student might have been equiped
with a working knowledge of the
language of Speedy Gonzalez, a
mature and sympathetic approach to analyzing cultural
phenomena, and a frame of
fifty other Spanish films into
which to place a "Mexican Bus
Ride."

• • •

gularly
scheduled
programs
starting with Murray Feldstein's
jazz show, followed by "FranJ,dy
Speaking", then poetry readings by Phil Rowe, and ending
with a half hour of classical music.
The success of that first Monday night attests to the diligence
and perseverance of the WRUC
personnel. They can be proud
that Ursinus College now has
Its own regularly operating radio station.
(Next week: The WRUC 'brass'
and its aspirations)

COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY
FOR THOSE TASTY TREATS
Decorated Cakes for all
occasIons
HU 9-4771 L. E. Knoeller. Prop.
Expert Shoe Repair Service.
Lots of mileage left In your old
shoes-have them repaired at

LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Main Street
Collegeville
Also a line of NEW SHOES

(Mr. Seelye, of the Spanish
department, came to his Ursinus
COME SEE . . .
instructor position last fall from
Vicenza, an Italian town near
Venice. No stranger to Mexican
buses, h e has traveled extensi.veA New Shop Featuring:
ly in Mexico, Spain, Puerto RlCO,
• The Natural Shoulder
Cuba, The Dominican Republic,
• The Pleatless Trouser
and several European countries
•
Authentic Ivy Clothing
including Portugal, Germ any,
and Furnishings
and England. In fact, he estimates that h e has resided in a
total of twenty-five countries.
He received his B.A degree at
Brigham Young University in
211 High St. - Pottstown
Provo, Utah, after completing
part of his requirements at
Mexico City College. Ironically, PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL
he was awarded his high school
SMORGASBORD
diploma one day before he reFri.
5-9, Sun. 12-8
ceived his Bachelor's degree.
BANQUETS
- PARTIES
Finding him without high school
Private
Dining
Room
qualifications, Brigham Young
required him to pass a battery of
HU 9-9511
high school equivalency tests.
Having easily succeeded, he was
For all your Printing Needs,
given his college degree the folcall on
lowing day.
SMALE'S PRINTERY
Born in Kingston, Seelye was
785 N. Charlotte Street
brought up in central PennsylPa.
vania. He is the faculty advisor Owned & Pottstown,
operated by an UrsIn us
to the lively Ursinus Spanish AIumnuS-=-Harold L. Smale, '53
Club as well as a judo enthUSiast,
holding a brown belt in the
sport.-ed')
COMPLIMENTS

"THE CELLAR"

S. Miller & Son

·
Su

DANCE AT

!i~!!:.!!.0

K
.
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COLLEGE CUT RATE
5th Ave. & Main St.

SATURDAY - APRIL 30
EDDIE ALLEN
and His Orchestra

Paul N. Lutz,
Manager.

Control your cash with a
Special Checking Account.
Protect your valuables in
a Safe Dl:!posit Box.
THE

KENNETH B. NACE

COLLEGEVILLE
NATIONAL BANK.

Complete Automotive Service
5th Ave. & Main St.
Collegeville, Pa.
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PERROTTO'S PIZZERIA
2453 W. Ridge Pike
Jeffersonville, Pa.
BRoadway 5-0936

College Pharmacy

CHARCOAL BROlLm!

321 MAIN STREET
Stationery & School Supplies
Only PrescrIption Drug Store
in Town.

Yes, indeed, and flus special
Steak - cut thide from heavy.
butter.tender, corn·fed Steer Beef
- is grilled over the fuoe coeIs
to your exact specifications and
served sizzling in its own juices
with all the trimmings. Nowbete
will you get a better Steak Dinner
than the one JOU
can savor fot only

Subscribe Now
at Half Price *

COLLEGEVILLE 422 Bowling Center
LAUNDRY
"Ken Lanes"
Next to the Hockey Field

• SHIRTS-

Rt. 422, Near Lakeside Inn
OPEN BOWLING 24 HOURS.

A Specialty

24 AMF Automatic Lanes

PROMPT SERVICE

CALL HY 5-7135
for Reservations.

A. W. Zimmerman

NEED A HAIRCUT

- Jeweler-

Se e . . .

Collegeville, Pa.
We carry a complete line of

Gifts, Sterling Silver,
Diamonds and Watches.
All Repairs of Jewelry and
Watches done in our shop
in the store.

You can read this world-famous
doily newspaper for the next six
months for $5, just half the
regular subscription rate.
Get top news coverage. Enjoy
special features. Clip for reference work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check or money order. Use coupon below.

--------------

The Christian Science Monitor

One Norway St., Boston 15, Mass.
Send your newspaper for the time
checked.
6 months $5 0 I year $10
College Student 0 Faculty Member

o
Claude, Claude

P-CN

o

J.r.

Name

at 313 Main Street

Address

CLAUDE MOYER, Prop.

-This IPfcial ctrel" available ONLY to coJltge
studtr.ts, f.:ulty membtrs, and colloge IIbra.ies.

City

Zone

State

for only $2.25

POTTSTOWN'S

"Landm.rk
for HunQ'Y
Am.rlu","

Pottstown, Pa.
1500 High St. FAculty 6-0281
9 miles West of Ursinus on
Route 422
Open Daily for Breakfast 7 a.m.
(Sunday 8 a.mol to 9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. until midnight
28 Famous Flavors of Ice Cream
Private Parties at Anytime

